EMU Signage Committee Meeting

Purpose: Review the visioning presentation and provide feedback on screen locations and design options
Location: LCL Conference Trailer
Date: 13 August 2014

Attendees:
Dan Geiger  Brooke Eisen-Proctor  Martina Oxoby
Althea Olds Seloover  Jake Vasey
Rafael Arroyo  Mike Kraimen

NOTES:

Program Identification and large-scale wayfinding

- Concern for large scale numbers, groups identify themselves via names big numbers feel like jail cell and visual confusion of jumping numbers due to hallways

- **AK action:** Instead of elevation of student street, add optional wayfinding designs to perspective renderings to see how big the numbers/letters are - may be too large if clearly see number from info desk.

- **UO Action:** Mike and Althea will gather list of program names and acronyms with room numbers for locations. Martina will distribute to AK.

- YES - metal letters name identifier above the doors on wood. What is the backing of the metals and cost of replacement or additional.

- **AK Question:** How to display and treat main signage for Holden or other north facing exterior access programs? UO Sign Policy does not allow for exterior or exterior facing program signs, just standard green building sign.

- **AK/UO Question:** May need a directory at the large suite entrances of the different programs within the suite i.e. MCC and Student Unions, Women’s Center and SWAT etc?

Signage and technology locations:

- See attached marked up plans for specific feedback.
A -- Building Directory / includes listings and a you-are-here map / mounts flush to wall

D -- Directional / includes arrow / mounts flush to wall

L — Flag sign identifying Restrooms & Elevators / mounts perpendicular to wall, ceiling zone

Relocate touchscreen kiosk, add power/data to new location low on wall or floor

Remove kiosk and power/data

Paper directory, dumb screen

Wall has changed architecturally/AV sets and screen locations
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This drawing and others produced for this project are considered intent drawings. Some interpretation may be necessary in order to fabricate a finished product. Refer to specifications.

Fabricator accepts the responsibility for materials, fabrication, engineering and installation.

Colors are shown for reference only, and are subject to the limitations of the printing process. All photographs and scaled figures shown are for reference only, and do not necessarily reflect actual site conditions.

Locations shown are approximate. Final location to be determined in the field. Messages shown in drawings are for reference only. Refer to Message Schedule for actual message.
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Digital Display (architectural scope)

Floor level arrival
art directory inventory interactive touch screen is desired for McMillan Gallery but not sure if right location

upcoming auditorium events dumb screen

student recognition dumb screen

events dumb screen

calendar directory print and touchscreen TBD.